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Abstract

Since its introduction in the mid-nineties, photoacoustic imaging of biological tissue has been one of the fastest
growing biomedical imaging modality, and its basic principles are now considered as well established. In particular,
light propagation in photoacoustic imaging is generally considered from the perspective of transport theory. However,
recent breakthroughs in optics have shown that coherent light propagating through optically scattering medium could
be manipulated towards novel imaging approaches. In this article, we review the recent works showing that it is also
possible to exploit the coherence of light in conjunctions with photoacoustics. We illustrate how the photoacoustic effect
can be used as a powerful feedback mechanism for optical wavefront shaping in complex media, and conversely show
how the coherence of light can be exploited to enhance photoacoustic imaging. Finally, we discuss the current challenges
and perspectives down the road towards practical applications in the field of photoacoustic imaging.

Keywords: Photoacoustic imaging, Coherent light, Multiple scattering, Speckle Illumination, Optical wavefront
shaping
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1. Introduction26

Photoacoustic imaging of biological tissue is a fast de-27

veloping multi-wave imaging modality that couples light28

excitation to acoustic detection, via the photoacoustic ef-29

fect, to yield images of optical absorption [1, 2, 3, 4]. The30

photoacoustic effect consists in light absorption followed31

by acoustic emission, via thermo-elastic stress-generation.32

It was first used in the field of optical absorption spec-33

troscopy, and has been introduced for biomedical appli-34

cations in the mid-90s [5, 6, 7]. The general principle of35

photoacoustic imaging is the following: the sample to be36

imaged is illuminated by pulsed light (for most implemen-37

tations), and acoustic waves generated from illuminated38

absorbing regions are detected by acoustic sensors. De-39

pending on the situation, the resolution can be limited40

either by the acoustic or by the optical wavelength. Pho-41

toacoustic imaging was first developed for deep tissue op-42

tical imaging in the so-called acoustic-resolution regime,43

to overcome the loss of optical resolution caused by opti-44

cal scattering. Due to multiple scattering of light in bio-45

logical tissue, optical-resolution imaging based on ballistic46
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light is limited to depths typically less than one millime-47

tre [1], and the resolution of technique based solely on48

multiply scattered light (such as Diffuse Optical Tomog-49

raphy [8]) is on the order of the imaging depth. On the50

other hand, ultrasound is very weakly scattered in bio-51

logical tissue, and therefore photoacoustic waves can be52

used to reconstruct images of optical absorption with the53

resolution of ultrasound, which inversely scales with its54

frequency. The resolution and penetration depth for deep55

tissue photoacoustic imaging is ultimately limited by the56

attenuation of light and sound. In the spectral region 600-57

900 nm, the so-called “optical window” where absorption58

is minimal in tissues, the amount of multiply scattered59

light decreases exponentially with an effective attenuation60

length of about 1 cm [2]. The acoustic attenuation in tis-61

sue increases linearly with frequency, with a typical value62

of 0.5 dB cm−1 MHz−1. As a consequence, the penetration63

depth of photoacoustic imaging scales linearly with the64

acoustic-resolution, with a maximum depth-to-resolution65

ratio of about 200 [1, 4]. Another regime of photoacoustic66

imaging is optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy, for67

which light is focused and raster-scanned over the sample68

to make a point-by-point photoacoustic image with a res-69

olution given by the optical spot size [9]. This regime is70

only possible at shallow depth, where ballistic light is still71

present and can be focused to the optical diffraction limit.72

Over both the optical- and acoustic-resolution regimes, the73

depth-to-resolution ratio of photoacoustic imaging is typi-74

cally in the 100-200 range, a combined consequence of both75

optical and ultrasound attenuation.76

Because multiple scattering of light is an inescapable77

process during the propagation of light in complex media78

such as biological tissue (sec. 2.2), it has long been con-79

sidered as a nuisance to get rid of. In the last decade,80

it has however been demonstrated that it could actually81

be exploited for optical imaging at unprecedented depth.82

This blooming field of research leveraged on the coherence83

properties of multiple scattered light (the optical speckle84

[10], sec. 2.3) and the possibility to control such proper-85

ties thanks to the manipulation of light impinging on the86

medium: optical wavefront shaping has allowed focusing87

and imaging at optical resolution through strongly scatter-88

ing materials [11] (sec. 2.4). In the field of photoacoustic89

imaging, up until recently, light has usually been consid-90

ered from the sole point of view of the absorption of op-91

tical energy. Lasers have therefore been widely used as92

powerful and flexibles sources of light energy. In optical-93

resolution microscopy, their spatial coherence was the nec-94

essary condition to focus them to a diffraction spot. How-95

ever, coherence properties of lasers also provide specific96

properties for multiple scattering, at the core of phenom-97

ena such as the formation of optical speckle patterns, and98

open the possibility of manipulating scattered light with99

optical wavefront shaping. This paper reviews the recent100

research efforts led over the past few years that exploit101

and take advantages of the photoacoustic effect in conjunc-102

tion with coherent illumination in the multiple scattering103

regime. We first introduce general concepts regarding both104

photoacoustics and light propagation in scattering media105

(Sec.2), which will be extensively used in the rest of the106

paper. The two following sections then review the use of107

the photoacoustic effect as a feedback mechanism for opti-108

cal wavefront shaping (Sec.3) and how coherent light may109

enhanced photoacoustic imaging with speckle illumination110

or optical wavefront shaping (Sec.4). We finally discuss the111

current limitations and envision some perspectives in the112

field.113

2. Background114

2.1. Photoacoustics: from light absorption to sound gen-115

eration116

In the context of photoacoustic imaging of soft biologi-
cal tissue, one of the simplest and widely used theoretical
description of the photoacoustic effect can be summarized
by the following equation [12, 3][

∂2

∂t2
− c2s∇2

]
p(r, t) = Γ

∂H

∂t
(r, t) (1)

where p(r, t) is the photoacoustic pressure field, and117

H(r, t) is a heating function that corresponds to the ther-118

mal energy converted from optical absorption, per unit119

volume and time per unit time. Eq. (1) assumes that the120

medium is acoustically and thermally homogeneous (with121

cs the speed of sound and Γ the Gruneisen coefficient [3]),122

while the optical properties of the medium (hence H) may123

vary spatially. It also assumes that thermal diffusion may124

be neglected over the spatial and temporal scales of inter-125

est (i.e. heat-confinement assumption [3]), which is usu-126

ally true for most situations encountered in photoacoustic127

imaging and will be considered fulfilled in this paper. This128

equation simply states that the heating following (optical)129

absorption appears as a source term in the acoustic wave130

equation, and therefore leads to the generation and prop-131

agation of acoustic waves.132

H(r, t) is proportional to the optical intensity I(r, t),133

with some coefficient representative of the optical absorp-134

tion. Importantly, time t in Eq. 1 refers to the time evo-135

lution of the optical intensity, which by definition is pro-136

portional to the square of the electric field averaged over a137

few optical periods. Using the complex notation for elec-138

tric fields with slowly time-varying envelopes, the opti-139

cal intensity may be written as I(r, t) ∝ |E(r, t)|2, where140

the proportionality constant reflects local dielectric prop-141

erties. In strongly scattering media such as biological tis-142

sue, there is no simple description for I(r, t) and E(r, t).143

The propagation of the electric field may be described by144

Maxwell’s equations in which material properties strongly145

vary in space, with scattering caused by local variations of146

the index of refraction. While it is impossible in practice147

to obtain a full description of E(r, t) at the microscopic148

level, due to the very complex propagation process, light149

propagation in multiply scattering media may however be150
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described with statistical approaches, further discussed in151

the following sections.152

2.2. Light transport in multiple scattering media153

The most widely used approach to model light propa-
gation for the photoacoustic imaging of biological tissue
is based on transport theory. In this theory, the physical
quantity of interest is the ensemble averaged optical inten-
sity, or fluence rate, that describes the flux of the optical
energy. Depending on the desired accuracy and scales of
interest, several approaches may be used to describe the
flux of optical energy with a transport approach. Numeri-
cal approaches include Monte-Carlo simulations of random
walks used to describe the paths followed by the optical
energy [13], and analytical models include the radiative
transfert equation or the diffusion equation [14]. These
approaches all have in common to describe the propaga-
tion of the optical energy based on scattering and absorp-
tion, defined as macroscopic values such as the absorption
coefficient µa and the scattering coefficient µs. The sim-
plest form of the transport theory is given by the following
diffusion equation [14][

1

c

∂

∂t
− 1

3(µa + µ′s)
∇2

]
Φr(r, t) = −µa(r)Φr(r, t) (2)

where Φr(r, t) is the optical fluence rate, defined as the en-154

ergy flux per unit area per unit time regardless of the flux155

direction. Eq. 2 states that the fluence rate obeys a classi-156

cal diffusion equation, with a loss term that reflects optical157

absorption, and a diffusion coefficient D = 1
3(µa+µ′s)

that158

only depends on scattering and absorption. In D, µ′s is the159

reduced scattering coefficient, defined as µ′s = µs(1 − g)160

where g reflects the scattering anisotropy [14]. The trans-161

port mean free path l∗ = 1/µ′s and the absorption length162

la = 1/µa are also often used as the spatial scales rele-163

vant respectively for multiple scattering and absorption.164

In biological tissue in the near infrared (the ”optical win-165

dow”), l∗ and la are of the order of 1 mm and 10 cm respec-166

tively [15]. Eq. (2) can be derived from the radiative trans-167

fert equation (RTE), which is a more elaborate (and large168

scale) description of the energy transport based on the ra-169

diance L(r, s, t), i.e. a quantity that takes into account the170

direction s of the energy flux. It is out of the scope here to171

discuss the RTE (further details may be found in [14] for172

instance), but suffice it to mention that the fluence rate173

(that obeys Eq (2) under the diffusion approximation) is174

defined from the radiance by Φr(r, t) =
∫
4π
L(r, s, t)dΩ.175

Under the assumption that light propagation may be
described by the transport theory, the fluence rate is the
important physical quantity for photoacoustic imaging as
the heating function H(r, t) may be readily expressed as

H(r, t) = µa(r)Φr(r, t) (3)

When the fluence rate Φr(r, t) may be decomposed as
Φr(r, t)=Φ(r)f(t), the following widely used form of the

photoacoustic wave equation is obtained:[
∂2

∂t2
− c2s∇2

]
p(r, t) = Γµa(r)Φ(r)

∂f(t)

∂t
(4)

In most practical implementations of photoacoustic imag-
ing, f(t) is a pulsed function (normalized such that∫
f(t)dt = 1), and µa(r)Φ(r) is the amount of absorbed

energy per unit volume. For very short pulse (such as to
verify the so-called stress-confinement condition [3, 16]), it
can be shown that the forward photoacoustic problem de-
scribed by Eq. (2.1) may be re-formulated as a source-free
initial value problem, with an initial condition given by

p(r, t = 0) = p0(r) = Γµa(r)Φ(r) (5)

The stress-confinement condition is fulfilled when the pulse176

duration is much longer that the characteristic acoustic177

propagation time within the medium, which for nanosec-178

ond pulses is verified with absorbers with typical dimen-179

sions larger than a few micrometers. The solution p(r, t)180

corresponding to pulses f(t) with finite duration may be181

obtained straightforwardly from the temporal convolution182

of the solution to Eq. (5) with f(t). This formulation183

shows that the appropriate resolution of the inverse prob-184

lem based on the measurements of pressure waveforms pro-185

vides a reconstruction of µa(r)Φ(r). In other words, un-186

der the stress-confinement assumption, the initial pressure187

build-up is proportional both to the local absorption and188

to the local fluence.189

Although the formulation of the photoacoustic effect190

based on Eqs. (3) and (4) is one of the most widely used191

in photoacoustic imaging, it is inherently limited to situa-192

tions where the propagation of light may be described ap-193

propriately by use of the light fluence Φ(r). While such sit-194

uations are indeed the most commonly encountered in pho-195

toacoustic imaging, there however exist situations where196

the light fluence is not appropriate to describe phenom-197

ena of interests. As may be demonstrated from rigorous198

derivations of the diffusion equation from first principles in199

disordered media [17, 18], Φ(r, t) corresponds to a theoret-200

ical averaged value of the optical intensity, averaged over201

an ensemble of realizations of the disorder. In practice202

where experiments are performed with one given medium203

(one realization), a good approximation to Φ(r, t) is a spa-204

tial average of the optical intensity I(r, t) over a volume205

with typical linear dimensions of the order of a few wave-206

lengths. As a consequence, Φ(r, t) is a physical quantity207

that does not take into account higher-order spatial cor-208

relations of the optical field. In particular Φ(r, t) does209

not take into account phenomena such as speckle patterns210

that exist when interference takes place between various211

propagation paths followed by sufficiently coherent light,212

as introduced in the following section.213

2.3. Optical speckle214

Definition. The phenomenon commonly called ”speckle”
refers to the granular structure of the intensity field I(r, t)

3
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that results from the seemingly random interference of a
multitude of field amplitudes from different propagation
paths [19, 20, 10]. Speckle patterns are observed in vari-
ous configurations, including scattering by rough surfaces,
propagation through scattering media and propagation in-
side multiple scattering media such as biological tissue. A
typical speckle pattern is shown in Fig. 5. As further dis-
cussed below, speckle patterns are only observed when the
light source has sufficient temporal and spatial coherence.
Mathematically, the intensity at a given point I(r, t) may
be written as a sum of a large number of complex ampli-
tudes contributions as

I(r, t) ∝ |
∑

path i

Ai(r, t)e
iφi(r,t)|2 (6)

Properties of an ideal speckle . We first consider the ideal
case of perfectly coherent (monochromatic) light with an-
gular frequency ω0 that has undergone multiple propaga-
tion paths. Under this assumption, the intensity at a given
point is stationnary with = I(r) ∝ |

∑
path iAi(r)eiφi(r)|2.

We further consider the case of a fully-developed speckle,
i.e. the phases {φi} are uniformly distributed over [0; 2π],
which has extremely well defined statistical properties.
The first-order statistics of a fully-developed speckle field
is described by the distribution of its intensity, which obeys
the following negative exponential statistics [20, 10]

pI(I) =

{
1
〈I〉 exp

(
− I
〈I〉

)
I ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(7)

An important properties of the above probability distribu-215

tion is that its standard deviation σI is equal to its mean216

〈I〉. As a consequence, fully developed speckle patterns217

have a contrast σI/〈I〉 = 1. While this probability func-218

tion refers to an ensemble statistics over realizations of dis-219

order, it is often realistic in practice to assume ergodocity220

and to consider that this ensemble statistics also describes221

the statistics over spatial position in the speckle field. This222

contrast of 1 is an example of a simple though fundamen-223

tal feature of multiply scattered coherent light which is224

discarded by the transport theory: a homogeneous speckle225

field (pI independent of r) translates into a constant flu-226

ence rate Φ(r) = 〈I〉 in the transport theory (N.B. The227

fluence rate is also often called accordingly the optical in-228

tensity, although it represents only an averaged intensity229

strictly speaking). A useful propertie of speckle is that the230

addition of N uncorrelated speckle intensity patterns will231

result in a speckle with a reduced contrast of 1/
√
N [19].232

As a consequence, with spatially or temporally incoherent233

illumination, the intensity distribution is smoothed toward234

the mean intensity value from the transport theory.235

Furthermore, the analysis of the spatial autocorrelation
of a stationnary speckle pattern provides the typical di-
mensions of a speckle ”grain”, another major property of
speckle, which depend on the considered geometry. Two
configurations are of particular interest in the context of

this review. The first one is a free-space propagation ge-
ometry, which corresponds for instance to the observation
at some distance of the scattering by a rough surface or
propagation through a scattering layer. In this case, the
typical transverse linear dimension of a speckle grain is
given by [10]:

φs ∼ λ
z

D
(8)

where λ is the optical wavelength, z is the distance from
the scatterer to the transverse imaging plane, D is the
typical linear dimension of the illuminated surface of the
scattering object. The exact value of the numerical prefac-
tor (close to one) in the expression above Eq. (8) depends
on the illumination distribution on the scattering object.
Along the main direction of propagation, the typical lon-
gitudinal dimension is given by [10]:

ls ∼ 7λ
( z
D

)2
(9)

The exact value of the numerical prefactor in Eq. (9) de-
pends on the illumination distribution on the scattering
object. This prefactor is close to 7 for a circular aperture
of diameter D, close to 5 for a square of side D. The dimen-
sions given by the formulas (8) and (9) (valid only for small
values of z

D ) are identical to those of the diffraction-limited
focal spot of a lens with aperture D and focal distance z.
The second important situation for the speckle grain size
is inside a multiply scattering medium. There, due to the
fact that the speckle is formed from contributions from all
directions, the speckle grain is isotropic, with a typical lin-
ear dimension dictated solely by the wavelength and given
by

φinsides ∼ λ

2
(10)

which is also the dimension of a diffraction-limited focal236

spot obtained with a full 4π aperture.237

The contrast value of 1 discussed above is in fact only238

true in a scalar model, i.e. for linearly polarized light. For239

fully polarized light undergoing multiple scattering [10],240

the polarization is also mixed [21]. In paraxial free-space241

configuration geometry with z
D � 1, one can consider that242

there are two uncorrelated and fully developped speckle in-243

tensity patterns associated to two orthogonal polarizations244

in the imaging plane, which add up incoherently, and the245

resulting contrast is reduced to 1/
√

2. Deep inside a mul-246

tiple scattering medium, the 3-D speckle intensity results247

from the incoherent summation of the three possible po-248

larizations and the contrast is further reduced to 1/
√

3.249

Moreover, it has been assumed so far that the propaga-250

tion medium is stationary, and that the speckle pattern is251

therefore stationnary in time. For media whose properties252

may vary in time, such soft matter or biological tissue, the253

previous description of speckle patterns with monochro-254

matic light remains valid provided that the intensity field255

are measured over integration time much smaller than any256

characteristic time of motion in the scattering medium.257
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through a strongly scattering sample, yielding a speckle pattern propagating in free-space to the observation plane. (b) Optical wavefront
shaping of the incident wave allows focusing light through the scattering sample. (c) Experimental setup used to perform optical wavefront
shaping in the pioneer experiment by Vellekoop and Mosk [22]. The values of the phase on each pixel of the spatial light modulator (SLM)
were found one by one with an optimization algorithm based on a feedback signal measured on the camera (CCD). Figure reproduced with
permission from [22], OSA.

Speckle with partially coherent light. A general condition
to observe speckle patterns is that the coherence length of
the light is larger than the largest path differences involved
in the interference patterns. The coherence length lc may
be defined as the maximum length difference between two
different paths in order to still observe interference, and
is a direct consequence of the coherence time τc of a light
source (lc = c × τc) [20]. The temporal coherence of a
light source is related to the spectral linewidth ∆ν of its
spectral power density, with τc being proportional to 1

∆ν
(with a proportionality constant that depends on the shape
of the linewidth). For a Lorentzian line, τc = 1

π∆ν
, and

the coherence length is therefore

lc = c× τc =
c

π∆ν
(11)

If the coherence length is too short compared to the typi-
cal range of propagation paths, some of the partial waves
corresponding to the terms in the summation in Eq. (6)
cannot interfere coherently at position r, giving rise to
incoherent sums of speckles, thus leading to a loss of con-
trast. If one considers light propagation through a slab a
thickness L, the range of propagation paths in the multiple

scattering regime (i.e. L � l∗) scales as L2

l∗ . As a conse-
quence, a condition to obtain a well contrasted speckle pat-
tern after the propagation of light with coherence length lc
through a thickness L of a multiply scattering media with
transport mean free path l∗ is

lc �
L2

l∗
(12)

This condition may also be written in the time or fre-258

quency domain as τc ∼ 1

∆ν
� L2

cl∗ , where L
2

cl∗ is the Thou-259

less time [23], corresponding to the light storage time in260

the medium and to the temporal spreading of a light pulse261

after a diffusive propagation through a distance L. As an262

order of magnitude, the coherence length required to ob-263

tain a well-contrasted speckle pattern inside or through264

3 cm of biological tissue is typically lc ∼ (3 cm)2

1mm ∼ 1 m.265

For pulsed light, a coherence length lc ∼ 1 m corresponds266

to a minimal pulse duration τp ∼ lc
c ∼ 3 ns. Therefore,267

whereas light coherence is generally neglected in photoa-268

coustics, sufficiently coherent pulsed light does lead to co-269

herent effects such as speckle patterns through or inside270

strongly scattering media. Before reviewing the recent in-271

vestigations aimed at coupling photoacoustics and coher-272

ence effects, we briefly introduce the main principles of273

optical wavefront shaping in complex media, a field that274

has developed very rapidly over the past few years [11].275

2.4. Optical wavefront shaping with multiply scattered light276

Principles. Although multiple scattering may appear277

stochastic, as illustrated by the random appearance of278

speckle patterns, it is deterministic in nature. However,279

the deterministic propagation of coherent light trough280

strongly scattering media is driven by a huge number of281

parameters that reflect the complex nature of the multi-282

ple scattering process. For instance, the speckle pattern283

that arises from an illumination area A after propagation284

through a thick scattering medium is typically described285

by a number of parameters N (often referred to as the286

number of modes) that scales as 2πA
λ2 , which for visible287

light corresponds typically to 10 million modes per square288

millimetre [11]. As a consequence, it has long been thought289

that the techniques of adaptive optics (which involves mea-290

suring and controlling the phase and/or amplitude of the291

wavefronts of light with a given number of degrees of free-292

dom (DOF)) were limited to situations where the distor-293

tions of optical wavefront could be described or compen-294

sated for with a relatively small number of modes, com-295

parable to the number of DOF provided by the optical296

devices. The pioneering demonstration of spatial focusing297

through a strongly scattering layer by Vellekoop and Mosk298

[22] has however shown that adaptive optics could in fact299

be extended to situations where one controls only a limited300

numbers of DOF compared to the total number of mode301

involved in the propagation: it was demonstrated in this302

work that optical wavefront shaping with NDOF degrees of303

freedom allowed enhancing the intensity of a single speckle304

grain by a factor η ∝ NDOF relatively to the intensity of305
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each speckle grain in the diffuse background, while the ra-306

tio NDOF/N � 1 only dictates the ratio of the intensity307

within the enhanced spot to the total transmitted inten-308

sity.309

Schematics of the experiment performed by Vellekoop
and Mosk [22] are shown in Fig. 1. The key principle at
the core of this experiment is that the transmitted electric
field Em in the CCD camera plane is a linear combination
of the electric fields En = Ane

iφn coming from the NDOF

pixels of the spatial light modulator (SLM):

Em =

NDOF∑
n=1

tmnAne
iφn (13)

where An and φn are the amplitude and phase of the light310

reflected from the nth input pixel, and tmn is the com-311

plex transmission matrix between the transmitted (out-312

put) field and the SLM (input) field [22]. Optical wave-313

front shaping essentially consists in first measuring trans-314

mitted output values, followed by appropriately setting the315

phase and/or amplitude (depending on the type of control316

provided by the spatial light modulator) of the input field317

in order to obtain a targeted pattern in the output field.318

Several approaches have been investigated to implement319

optical wavefront shaping with strongly scattering media,320

based either on optimization or measurement of a trans-321

mission matrix, as discussed in the two following sections.322

Optimization-based optical wavefront shaping. In their pi-323

oneering experiment, Vellekoop and Mosk [22] demon-324

strated focusing towards a single speckle grain by use of325

an optimization approach: with the typical dimension of326

speckle grains matched to that of the measurement pixel327

size, the phases φn of each input electric field En corre-328

sponding to the n-th mode were cycled sequentially from329

0 to 2π, and the phase values that maximized the inten-330

sity on a given pixel of the camera are recorded for each331

input mode. After this procedure, the phases of all the332

input modes are set simultaneously to their recorded op-333

timal value, resulting in a strong constructive interference334

at the chosen speckle grain as all the terms tmnAne
iφn are335

in phase [22], effectively forming a very strong focus. The336

authors were able to enhance the light intensity of a target-337

ted speckle grain by a factor 1000 through a 10−µm thick338

layer of rutile (TiO2) with a transport mean free path of339

0.55 µm.340

A key parameter when optimizing the light intensity is341

the dimension of the targeted detection area relatively to342

that of the speckle grain. When a number Ns of speckle343

grains are contained within the targeted area, the intensity344

enhancement factor is typically divided by Ns as the fo-345

cusing is spread over the Ns speckle grains, and therefore346

scales as η ∝ NDOF

Ns
[24]. Moreover, when the targeted area347

contains several speckle grains, the global effect of a phase348

modulation of a single input mode is decreased compared349

to that obtained for a single speckle grain, as the phases350

on each speckle grain are uncorrelated. As a consequence,351

the possibility to detect intensity modulation in the target352

region depends on the signal-to-noise ratio and decreases353

with the number Ns of independent speckle grains in the354

detection area. Note that stemming from the initial work355

of Vellekoop and Mosk [22], several algorithms have been356

proposed, in order to improve the focusing efficiency in low357

SNR scenarios [25], to improve focusing speed [26, 27] or358

to adapt to different modulation schemes [28]. The main359

limitation of optimization approaches is that the whole op-360

timization procedure has to be repeated for each desired361

target pattern, leading to very long measurement time in362

practice if several target patterns are required.363

Wavefront shaping with the transmission matrix. Follow-364

ing the initial demonstration of optical wavefront shaping365

by use of an optimization approach, Popoff and coworkers366

demonstrated the first measurement with a strongly scat-367

tering layer of an optical transmission matrix tmn with368

over 60,000 elements [29]. To do so, the transmitted369

speckle patterns were measured over the camera plane for370

a set of orthogonal input modes that forms a full basis371

for all the possible SLM modes. As the camera records372

only the optical intensity, an interferometric approach was373

implemented to retrieve the phase and amplitude infor-374

mation from intensity measurements: an unshaped part375

of the beam reflected off an unmodulated region on the376

SLM is used as a reference beam, and the phase of each377

controlled SLM input mode is varied from 0 to 2π in or-378

der to retrieve the amplitude and phase of the matrix ele-379

ment. For each input mode n, the phases and amplitudes380

of the intensity modulations measured on all the output381

pixels of the camera provides a measurement of the column382

tmn = |tmn|eiφmn of the transmission matrix. Repeating383

these measurements for all possible input mode provides384

the transmission matrix between the pixels of the camera385

and the pixels of the SLM. From the transmission ma-386

trix, one can predict the amplitude and phase required387

on each input mode in order to obtained any desired out-388

put pattern in the camera plane, via inversion or phase-389

conjugation of the transmission matrix [30]. As the sim-390

plest example, Eq. 13 shows that focusing light onto the391

mth output pixel may simply be obtained with a phase-392

only SLM by setting the phase of each nth input mode393

to φn = −φmn: doing so, all the terms in Eq. 13 end394

up in phase, resulting in focusing towards the mth out-395

put pixel. The result is therefore similar to that obtained396

with the optimization approach; however the key advan-397

tage of the transmission matrix approach is that once the398

transmission matrix is measured, input patterns may be399

computed for any desired transmitted pattern, while the400

optimization approach requires to measure the optimized401

input patterns for each desired output pattern.402

Discussion.. Wavefront shaping in biological tissues is403

currently a very active field of research. While this re-404

view focuses on photoacoustics-related works, other imag-405

ing modalities are explored in parallel, in particular mul-406
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Figure 2: Experimental setup used by Kong et al. [51] to demonstrate
optical wavefront shaping with a deformable mirror (DM) through a
scattering media with photoacoustic feedback. A glass slide covered
with absorbing graphite particles was placed behind the scattering
layer, and a high frequency ultrasound transducer (UT) was focused
on the absorbing slide to measure the photoacoustic signal from its
focal region. The photoacoustic signal was used as a feedback signal
for the optimization procedure driving the DM. The CCD camera
was only used here to verify the light intensity distribution on the
absorbing layer after the optimization. Figure reproduced with per-
mission from [51], OSA.

tiphoton fluorescence [31, 32, 33, 34] and coherent imag-407

ing [35]. At a more basic level, different strategies and408

technologies are explored for faster or more efficient wave-409

front shaping, beyond the slow liquid crystal technology,410

from MEMS-based devices [27, 36, 28] to fast photorefrac-411

tive materials [37] or acousto-optics modulators [38]. Radi-412

cally novel concepts, such as compressive sensing [39], non-413

invasive imaging [40, 41] also emerge as potentially inter-414

esting techniques to apply to photoacoustic imaging. The415

memory effect, an old concept from mesoscopic physics416

that states that for a thin sample a optimized focus can417

be scanned over a small volume [42, 43], has recently been418

characterized in biological tissues [44, 45, 46] and also hold419

promises for better and faster wavefront shaping imaging.420

Analogous to the case of multiple scattering media, a421

speckle pattern is also observed at the output of a multi-422

mode fiber when illuminated by coherent light at the in-423

put. Following the first proof-of-concepts related to multi-424

ple scattering media, wavefront shaping has therefore also425

rapidly been applied to light manipulation through multi-426

mode fibers [47, 48, 49, 50]. As multi-mode fibers have a427

much smaller footprint than bundles of single-mode fibers428

(for an equivalent number of modes), these works opened429

important perspectives step towards the miniaturization of430

devices for optical endomicroscopy. Recent developments431

in the fields of photoacoustic endoscopy are presented in432

section 4.2.433

3. Photoacoustic-guided optical wavefront shaping434

All implementations of optical wavefront shaping re-435

quire some feedback signal from the targeted region. A436

feedback mechanism for optical wavefront shaping should437

provide some sensing of the optical intensity. Appropri-438

ate mechanisms include direct intensity measurement with439

a camera or optical detector, or the use of some “guide440

star” following the approach in adaptive optics for astron-441

omy [52]. While the use of a camera or detector limits442

wavefront shaping towards region outside the scattering443

media [22, 29, 31, 53], the “guide star” approach may444

be implemented inside a scattering sample. Fluorescent445

or second-harmonic “guide stars” have been successfully446

investigated as feedback mechanisms [54, 24], but these447

approaches, in addition to being invasive, only allows fo-448

cusing in the vicinity of a single static target. Ultra-449

sound tagging via the acousto-optic effect is a promis-450

ing approach that offers dynamic and flexible control,451

which has been the subject of several recent investiga-452

tions [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 37]. This approach has the453

advantage that it allows single shot digital phase conjuga-454

tion, i.e. finding the optimal wavefront to refocus on the455

guide-star without a long learning process (like optimiza-456

tion or transmission matrix), and therefore refocusing in457

a single refresh frame of the spatial light modulator. This458

was for instance demonstrated by Liu and coworkers who459

demonstrated focusing in tissues with 5.6 ms decorrelation460

time [37]. Although this approach is in principle compat-461

ible with in vivo imaging, the activation of a local guide462

star by acoustic tagging is limited to a single ultrasound463

focal zone, and scanning is required to focused light at var-464

ious direction, requiring in turns long acquisition times.465

As introduced in Sec. 2.1, the photoacoustic effect is466

sensitive to the absorption of optical energy, and there-467

fore provides a mechanism to sense both the optical ab-468

sorption and the optical intensity inside multiple scat-469

tering media. Based on its sensitivity to optical ab-470

sorption, photoacoustic-guided wavefront shaping has first471

been investigated for ultrasound wavefront shaping, to fo-472

cus acoustic waves towards optical absorbers with time-473

reversal approaches [61, 62]. In 2011, Kong and cowork-474

ers first demonstrated the use of the photoacoustic ef-475

fect as a feedback mechanism for optical wavefront shap-476

ing [51], triggering significant research efforts towards477

photoacoustic-guided optical wavefront shaping. Analo-478

gous to wavefront shaping with the other feedback mech-479

anisms introduced above, two main approaches have been480

used to implement photoacoustic-guided optical wavefront481

shaping (PA-WFS), either based on optimization or trans-482

mission matrix, as reviewed in the two following sections.483

3.1. Photoacoustic-guided optical wavefront shaping with484

optimization485

In their pioneering work [51], Kong and coworkers486

followed the optimization approach initially proposed487

by Vellekoop and Mosk [22], as illustrated on Fig.2. The488

target plane consisted of a glass layer covered with graphite489

particles, placed behind the scattering layer. Different con-490

centrations and types of absorbers were used to demon-491

strate photoacoustic-guided wavefront shaping: the au-492
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tained with optimization-based photoacoustic-guided optical wave-
front shaping. (a) Evolution of the photoacoustic enhancement with
the optimization process, based on a genetic algorithm. (b) Photoa-
coustic signal prior to wavefront shaping. (c) Enhanced photoacous-
tic signal obtained for the optimal input wavefront. Figure repro-
duced with permission from [63], OSA.

thors first demonstrated optical tracking and focusing to-493

wards the 41 µm-diameter focal zone of a 75 MHz ultra-494

sound transducer with a homogeneously absorbing layer,495

in clear water. Experiments with single microparticles496

(10 µm or 50 µm in diameter) isolated within the 90µm-497

diameter focal zone of a 40 MHz ultrasound transducer498

confirmed that the enhancement of the optimized photoa-499

coustic signal decreased with the number of optical speckle500

grains (with grain size about 2 µm) within the absorbing501

target, in qualitative agreement with what is predicted502

for the optical enhancement factor. Typical enhancement503

for the photoacoutic signal ranged from 5 to 10, with the504

larger enhancements observed for the smallest particles.505

Interestingly, it was shown that with a speckle size of 1 µm506

and a 10 µm-diameter graphite particle, it was not possible507

to observe any enhancement with the available 140 degree508

of freedom provided by the deformable mirror used for the509

experiment [51].510

This pioneering work was rapidly followed by several511

investigations of photoacoustic-guided optical wavefront512

shaping. In all the works reviewed in this section, the ex-513

perimental setups are similar to that introduced by Kong514

and coworkers : in particular, photoacoustic feedback sig-515

nals are measured from speckle patterns produced in a516

free-space geometry after propagation through a scatter-517

ing sample. Importantly, the size of the speckle grains is518

systematically adjusted to match the typical dimension of519

the ultrasound focus by setting the distance between the520

scattering sample and the measurement plane (see Sec. 2.3521

on the properties of optical speckle patterns). The spatial522

light modulators or deformable mirrors used to perform523

wavefront shaping were used in a reflection configuration,524

as in Figs. 1 and 2. Following the approach proposed525

by Kong et al. [51], Caravacca-Aguirre and coworkers used526

a genetic algorithm to perform PA-WFS and enhance the527

light intensity behind a scattering layer by one order of528

magnitude [63], as illustrated in Fig. 3. This study, aimed529

at improving photoacoustic imaging, is further discussed530

in Sec. 4. Chaigne et al. [64] further demonstrated that531

the large bandwidth of photoacoustic signals could be ex-532

ploited in the frequency domain to adjust the dimensions533

Figure 4: Evolution of the photoacoustic enhancement factor by op-
tical wavefront shaping during the optimization process, with dif-
ferent feedback values. In addition to the usual peak-to-peak pho-
toacoustic amplitude as feedback signal, RMS values over several
frequency bands computed from a Fourier analysis were used as al-
ternative photoacoustic feedback values. For each feedback quantity,
the photoacoustic enhancement factor was computed by normalizing
the optimized quantity by its value under homogeneous illumination.
Figure reproduced with permission from [64], OSA.

of the photoacoustic focal zone. By iterative optimization534

of the highest frequency components (55-70 MHz band)535

of the broadband photoacoustic signals measured with a536

transducer with central frequence 27 MHz, the authors ob-537

tained a photoacoustic enhancement factor of about ×12,538

higher than the enhancement obtained with optimization539

in lower frequency bands (ranging from ×4 to ×8) or from540

peak-to-peak amplitude measurements (×8), as illustrated541

in Fig. 4. To maximize the sensitivity of photoacoustic542

measurement to phase modulation of the light beam, the543

optimization algorithm used a Hadamard basis vectors as544

the basis for the input modes (instead of the canonical545

pixel basis) of 140-element deformable mirror [64]. More-546

over, by simultaneously monitoring the evolution of the547

speckle pattern during the optimization process, it was548

confirmed experimentally that the optimization with the549

highest photoacoustic frequencies lead to a tighter optical550

focus than what was obtained by optimization with the551

lower frequency components.552

A key advantage of the photoacoustic effect as a feed-553

back mechanism is that the sensing may be performed si-554

multaneously over the whole measurement volume, by use555

of imaging ultrasound arrays. With a spherical matrix556

array of 256 piezoelectric transducers, Deán-Ben and co-557

workers demonstrated photoacoustic-guided optical wave-558

front shaping by optimizing photoacoustic signals from se-559

lected targets of a 3D photoacoustic image, by means of a560

genetic algorithm [65]. PA-WFS is usually limited in speed561

by either the laser pulse repetition frequency or the refresh562

rate of the adaptive optics device. In the context of pho-563

toacoustic flowmetry, Tay and coworkers investigated the564

potential of digital micromirror devices (DMD), which are565

binary amplitude modulators, towards rapid PA-WFS [66]566

: a combination of Hadamard multiplexing with multiple567
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binary-amplitude illumination patterns was implemented568

to perform wavefront shaping based on the photoacoustic569

signal measured with a 10 MHz spherically focused trans-570

ducer, and an intensity enhancement of a factor 14 was571

obtained. Although the DMD refresh rate was as high572

as 22 kHz, the optimization approach remained very long573

(typically two hours) because of a SNR issue. This study574

however demonstrated the potential of using DMD for PA-575

WFS.576

Figure 5: Illustration of sub-acoustic optical focusing with
photoacoustic-guided wavefront shaping with homogeneously ab-
sorbing samples, adapted from [67] and [68]. (a) The red circles
show the approximate filtered transducer focal region (80 MHz, -6
dB, dashed line) and focal spot size at the frequency peak of the
detected photoacoustic response (50 MHz, -6 dB, solid line). Left:
optical speckle field (intensity) without optimized wavefront. Right:
optical focus (intensity) generated by the optimized wavefront. The
authors proposed that the sub-acoustic optical focusing is achieved
thanks to the non-uniform spatial response of the ultrasound trans-
ducer that would favor optical modes at the center [67]. (b) By
using nonlinear photoacoustic-guided wavefront shaping, Lai et al.
[68] performed sub-acoustic optical focusing with a final optical en-
hancement factor of ∼ 6000. Linear PA-WFS first provided focusing
with a enhancement of ∼ 60, and subsequent nonlinear PA-WFS
provided an additional factor of ∼ 100. Figure (a) adapted with per-
mission from [67], 2015 NPG. Figure (b) adapted with permission
from [68], 2015 NPG.

One specific feature of photoacoustic sensing for opti-577

cal wavefront shaping arises from the possibility to cre-578

ate an optical focus smaller than the ultrasound reso-579

lution [67, 68], thus opening the possibility for super-580

resolution photoacoustic imaging. When several optical581

speckle grains are present within the ultrasound resolu-582

tion spot, the feedback signal mixes the information com-583

ing from individual speckles. However, based on the non-584

uniform spatial sensitivity across the ultrasound focal re-585

gion, it has been shown that the spatially non-uniform586

photoacoustic feedback tends to localize the optimized op-587

tical intensity to a single speckle smaller than the acoustic588

focus, by preferentially weighting the single optical speckle589

closest to the center of the ultrasound focus during the op-590

timization [67]. As a consequence, an optical enhancement591

factor of 24 was reported for the optimized optical grain,592

about three times higher than the photoacoustic enhance-593

ment factor which averages the optical enhancement over594

all the optical speckles present in the focal spot. Possible595

applications of this sub-acoustic resolution optical focus-596

ing are further discussed in Sec. 4.2. While this effect597

was first reported in the context of linear photoacoustics,598

where the photoacoustic amplitude is proportional to the599

absorbed optical intensity as described by Eq. 1, Lai and600

coworkers introduced a nonlinear PA-WFS with a dual-601

pulse illumination scheme [68]. In short, this approach602

exploits the change in photoacoustic conversion efficiency603

between two consecutive intense illuminations to produce604

a feedback signal that is nonlinearly related the optical in-605

tensity: the first illumination pulse creates a photoacoustic606

signal that is linearly related to the optical intensity, but607

also changes the value of the Grüneisen coefficient Γ in-608

volved in the second illumination pulse. The change in609

the Grüneisen coefficient is caused by the temperature in-610

crease that follows the first illumination pulse [69, 68]. As611

a consequence, the feedback signal defined as the differ-612

ence of the photoacoustic amplitudes of the two consecu-613

tive pulses varies nonlinearly with the optical intensity. As614

a result, optimization based on such a nonlinear feedback615

signal strongly favors focusing towards a single optical616

speckle grain rather than distributing the optical intensity617

evenly over all the speckle grains inside the acoustic focus618

spot. This effect had first been demonstrated with optical619

wavefront shaping based on nonlinear feedback from two-620

photon fluorescence [33, 32]. With nonlinear PA-WFS, Lai621

and coworkers achieved focusing to a single optical speckle622

grain 10 times smaller than the acoustic focus, with an623

optical intensity enhancement factor of ∼6000 and a pho-624

toacoustic enhancement factor of ∼60.625

3.2. The photoacoustic transmission matrix626

Following the transmission matrix approach proposed in627

optics [29], introduced in Sec. 3.2, the measurement of a628

photoacoustic transmission matrix was demonstrated for629

PA-WFS with both 1D and 2D photoacoustic images [71,630

70]. The concept is strictly similar to that in optics, except631

that the pixels of the optical camera are replaced by the632

pixels of the photoacoustic image, which values are linearly633

related to the local optical intensity.634

The method was first implemented with the time-635

resolved photoacoustic signal from a single-element trans-636

ducer processed as a 1D photoacoustic image [71], and637
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Figure 6: Illustration of photoacoustic-guided optical wavefront shaping based on the photoacoustic transmission matrix. The laser pulse
is reflected off a spatial light modulator (SLM) before propagating through a scattering medium and illuminating an absorbing sample. 2D
photoacoustic images are reconstructed from the photoacoustic signals measured with a linear ultrasound array. A photoacoustic transmission
matrix was measured between the pixels of the 2D-photoacoustic image and the pixels of the SLM. (a) Photograph of the absorbing sample
(dyed leaf skeleton). (b) Conventional photoacoustic image equivalent to that obtained under homogeneous illumination. (c) Zoom on the
blue inset in (b). (d) Photoacoustic image obtained after setting the SLM pixels to selectively focus light onto the targeted region indicated
in red, based on prior measurements of the photoacoustic transmission matrix. A photoacoustic enhancement factor of about 6 was observed
in the targeted region. Figures (a), (b), (c) and (d) adapted from [70], 2014 OSA.

was rapidly extended to 2D photoacoustic images recon-638

structed from signals acquired with a conventional linear639

ultrasound array [70]. The typical experimental setup used640

to acquire the photoacoustic transmission matrix from 2D641

photoacoustic images is shown in Fig. 6, along with typi-642

cal results. Fig. 6(b) shows the photoacoustic image of an643

absorbing leaf skeleton (photograph shown in Fig. 6(a), ob-644

tained by averaging the various photoacoustic images ob-645

tained during the measurement of the transmission matrix.646

The absence of horizontally oriented features in Fig. 6(b)647

is a consequence of the limited view configuration, where648

the ultrasound probe mostly detect waves propagating up-649

wards, and is further discussed in Sec. 4. As opposed to650

the optimization approach, the photoacoustic transmission651

matrix approach can be used to focus light at any desired652

location after the matrix has been measured: Fig. 6(c) is653

a zoom on the blue region of Fig. 6(b), showing a tar-654

get region outlined in red. Fig. 6(d) illustrates the light655

intensity enhancement (typically 6 times) after the SLM656

input pattern has been set to focus light towards the target657

region based on the knowledge of the photoacoustic trans-658

mission matrix. As an additional illustration of the power659

of the matrix approach, it was also shown that a singular660

value decomposition (SVD) of the photoacoustic transmis-661

sion matrix provides a mean for automatically identifying662

signals from the most absorbing targets [71]. In contrast663

with optimization approaches, the transmission matrix ap-664

proach rely on the assumption that the measured signal is665

proportional to the intensity. It therefore cannot bene-666

fit from non-linearities or non-uniformities of the acoustic667

response for sub-acoustic resolution focusing.668

4. Enhancing photoacoustic imaging with coherent669

light670

In the previous section, we reported results for which
the photoacoustic effect was used as feedback mechanism
for optical wavefront shaping of coherent light. In this sec-
tion, we now illustrate how photoacousting imaging may
directly benefit from effects based on the coherence of light,
such as speckle illumination or optical wavefront shaping.
Generally speaking, the ultimate objective of photoacous-
tic imaging is to quantitatively reconstruct the distribu-
tion of optical absorption, described via the absorption
coefficient µa(r). This objective has usually been pursued
by considering that µa(r)Φr(r, t) is the relevant quantity,
where the fluence rate Φ(r, t) is a spatially smooth func-
tion, in particular usually smoother than µa(r) . However,
if the coherence of light is to be taken into account, the
local optical intensity I(r, t) is the appropriate physical
quantity, as discussed in Sec. 2.3. From a theoretical point
of view, the relevant photoacoustic equation for coherent
light should then reads[

∂2

∂t2
− c2s∇2

]
p(r, t) = Γµa(r)

∂I

∂t
(r, t) (14)

where I(r, t) is generally a speckle pattern (and assuming671

that the optical absorption may still be described by some672

function µa(r)). As opposed to the fluence rate Φ(r, t),673

I(r, t) is strongly spatially varying over the typical dimen-674

sions of the optical speckle grain (i.e. half the optical675

wavelength inside scattering media), and can vary from676

pulse to pulse. In particular, in many cases I(r, t) will677
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Figure 7: Photoacoustic imaging with multiple speckle illumination. The experimental setup is similar to that of Fig. 6. Three types of
absorbing samples are illuminated with multiple speckle illumination, by either using a SLM or a moving diffuser. (a1), (b1) and (c1)
are photographs of the absorbing samples. (a2), (b2) and (c2) are conventional photoacoustic images equivalent to those obtained under
homogeneous illumination. (a3), (b3) and (c3) are fluctuation images computed from the photoacoustic images obtained under all the multiple
speckle illuminations. The fluctuations images reveal features otherwise invisible features on the conventional images, because of directivity or
frequency bandwidth issues. Figures (a) and (c) adapted with permission from [72], 2013 OSA. Figure (b) adapted with permission from [70],
2014 OSA.

usually vary spatially at least as fast or faster than µa(r)678

and than the acoustic resolution. In such situations, the679

photoacoustic signals are expected to bear the signature680

of speckle patterns. In addition, because optical wave-681

front shaping provides a means to control I(r, t) through682

or inside strongly scattering media, it allows controlling683

additional degrees of freedom relatively to the sample illu-684

mination, as opposed to conventional photoacoustic imag-685

ing based solely on the fluence rate. The two following686

sections illustrate how both multiple speckle illumination687

and wavefront shaping may be exploited to improve pho-688

toacoustic imaging.689

4.1. Exploiting multiple speckle illumination690

As discussed above, photoacoustic waves generated from691

a sample illuminated with an optical speckle pattern bear692

some information on µa(r)I(r, t). As a consequence, the693

general features of photoacoustic sources such as their fre-694

quency content or directivity may be strongly affected by695

a speckle illumination. By using multiple speckle illumina-696

tion, Gateau and coworkers have shown that both limited-697

view and frequency filtering artefacts could be compen-698

sated for with appropriate processing of the correspond-699

ing multiple photoacoustic images, as illustrated in Fig.7,700

for three types of samples (a), (b) and (c). The ex-701

periments were conducted with a setup similar to that702

shown in Fig. 6, with a spatial light modulator (segmented703

MEMS mirror) for the sample (b) [70], and with a ro-704

tating diffuser instead of the MEMS for the samples (a)705

and (c) [72]. 2D photoacoustic images were reconstructed706

from ultrasound signals acquired with a linear ultrasound707

array (256 elements, 5 MHz central frequency). The im-708

ages (a1), (b1) and (c1) correspond to photographs of709

the absorbing samples. The images (a2), (b2) and (c2)710

correspond to the conventional photoacoustic images that711

would be obtained with homogeneous illumination with712

incoherent light (in practice, they were obtained by av-713

eraging the photoacoustic signals obtained under various714

illumination patterns with coherent light). These images715

illustrate the limited-view artefacts associated with direc-716

tive photoacoustic source: the ultrasound array located717

above the samples can only measure the photoacoustic718

waves that propagates upwards, i.e. the waves emitted by719

horizontally-oriented elements or boundaries. Moreover,720

image (c2) illustrates how the low frequency content as-721

sociated to the low spatial frequency content of the large722

and homogeneous absorbing disk are filtered out by the723

high-frequency transducer array (central frequency about724

20 MHz [72]). However, when multiple speckle illumina-725

tion is used, the heterogeneous spatial distribution of the726

light intensity breaks the amplitude correlation among the727

ultrasound waves generated by each point-like absorber728

throughout the structure: the fluctuation of the photoa-729

coustic signals from one illumination to the other may be730

interpreted as fluctuation signals emitted from fluctuat-731

ing point-like sources (with size that of the speckle grain)732

that generate high-frequency and omnidirectional photoa-733

coustic waves. Images (a3), (b3) and (c3) are fluctuation734

images computed from the photoacoustic images obtained735

under all the multiple speckle illuminations, illustrating736

how both high-pass filtering and limited view artefact can737

be overcome by taking advantage of multiple speckle illu-738

mination enabled by the use of coherent light.739

While multiple speckle illumination was initially used740

in photoacoustic to palliate visibility issues, it also has741

a tremendous potential for super-resolution imaging. In-742

deed, when a sample is illuminated with multiple uncor-743

related speckle patterns, optical absorbers distant from744

more than one speckle size behave as uncorrelated sources745

of fluctuating photoacoustic signals. The super-resolution746
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Figure 8: Super-resolution photoacoustic fluctuation imaging with
multiple speckle illumination. The experimental setup is similar to
that of Fig. 6. (a) Conventional photoacoustic imaging. (b) Super-
resolution photo-acoustic image, obtained by computing a variance
image from multiple speckle illumination. (c) Photograph of the
sample, made of 100−µm diameter beads. (d) Cross-sections, blue
curve: conventional image, red curve: square root of variance image.
Scale bars: 200 µm. Figure reproduced with permission from [73],
2015 arXiv.

optical fluctuation imaging (SOFI) technique developed747

for fluorescence microscopy [74] indicates that a higher-748

order statistical analysis of temporal fluctuations caused by749

fluctuating sources provides a way to resolve uncorrelated750

sources within a same diffraction spot. This principle, ini-751

tially demonstrated with blinking fluorophores to break752

the optical diffraction limit, was very recently adapted and753

demonstrated in the context of photoacoustic imaging to754

break the acoustic diffraction limit [73]. As illustrated in755

Fig. 8, a second-order analysis of optical speckle-induced756

photoacoustic fluctuations was shown to provide super-757

resolved photoacoustic images. The resolution enhance-758

ment with raw (prior to deconvolution) images was about759

1.4, as expected from the analysis of second-order statis-760

tics with a Gaussian-like point spread function [74], and761

was estimated to about 1.8 after deconvolution was per-762

formed on the images. As implemented in SOFI, the anal-763

ysis of higher-order statistics is expected to further provide764

higher resolution enhancement and is currently being in-765

vestigated.766

4.2. Exploiting optical wavefront shaping through scatter-767

ing samples768

Although the photoacoustic effect has first been pro-769

posed in the context of optical wavefront shaping as a770

way to provide a feedback mechanism, optical wavefront771

shaping clearly offers a tremendous potential to improve772

photoacoustic imaging. Because coherent light can be ma-773

nipulated through or inside strongly scattering media, the774

Figure 9: Enhancement of photoacoustic imaging with optical wave-
front shaping. (a) Photograph of the absorbing sample (sweet bee
wing). (b) Conventional acoustic-resolution photoacoustic image ob-
tained under homogeneous illumination. (c) Photoacoustic image ob-
tained by scanning the sample relatively to a fixed scattering layer
traversed by a fixed optimized optical wavefront. The resolution is
that of the optimized optical focus shown in Fig.5(a). Figure adapted
with permission from [67], 2015 NPG.

distribution of the light intensity in tissue is not limited775

to that predicted by the transport theory, and may fur-776

thermore be significantly increased locally comparatively777

to the diffuse regime. As a consequence in the context778

of photoacoustic imaging, whose performances in terms of779

depth-to-resolution is fundamentally limited by the signal780

to noise ratio, the optical intensity enhancement enabled781

by optical wavefront shaping opens up the possibility to782

increase the penetration depth and/or the resolution.783

The first demonstrations of the potential of optical wave-784

front shaping to improve photoacoustic imaging were re-785

ported in two publications from the same group [63, 67].786

In both investigations, the authors first optimized the lo-787

cal fluence behind a static diffuser by PA-WFS with opti-788

mization based on a genetic algorithm, and then scanned789

the absorbing sample behind the static diffuser to obtain a790

photoacoustic images. The photoacoustic effect was there-791

fore used first as a feedback mechanism for wavefront shap-792

ing, as discussed in Sec. 3.1 and illustrated in Fig. 3, and793

then the optimized light distribution was scanned rela-794

tively to the absorbing sample to obtain enhanced pho-795

toacoustic images. The first type of enhancement that was796

reported consisted in a significant increase of the signal-797

to-noise ratio [63]. Moreover, as previously discussed in798

Sec.3.1, because the optical focus may be smaller than the799

acoustic focal spot, sub-acoustic resolution photoacoustic800

images were also reported, as illustrated in Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a)801

show a photograph of the sweat bee wing sample used802

in the study. Fig. 9(b) is the conventional photoacoustic803

image of the sample obtained with uniform illumination,804

whereas Fig. 9(c) is the photoacoustic image obtained by805

scanning the sample across the optical spot optimized with806

PA-WFS. Note also that scanning an optical diffraction807

spot over an absorbing sample should also reduce limited808

view and limited bandwidth artefacts, although such a fea-809

ture has not be reported yet.810
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Focusing and scanning a diffraction-limited optical spot at the distal tip of the fiber was obtained by use of optical digital phase conjugation
at the proximal tip. A spherically focused 20 MHz ultrasound transducer was used to detect photoacoustic signals from an absorbing sample
placed in water in front of the distal tip. (b) Photograph of the absorbing samples (a knot between two absorbing nylon threads). (c)
Optical resolution (∼ 1.5µm) photoacoustic image obtained by scanning the focused optical spot across the field of view. Figure adapted
with permission from [75], 2013 AIP.

Although promising, these preliminary results were how-811

ever obtained in a rather unrealistic configuration for812

imaging where the purely absorbing object to image was813

scanned relatively to a static scattering object. Additional814

promising preliminary results were also reported by Con-815

key et al. [67], obtained by scanning the transducer in-816

stead of scanning the scattering sample: it was shown817

that by optimizing the photoacoustic amplitude at each818

point of a 1D scan over a simple 1D absorbing pattern,819

the photoacoustic image obtained from optimized signals820

exhibits an improved resolution as compared to the con-821

ventional image under homogeneous or single random il-822

lumination. This improved resolution was attributed to823

the narrower spatial point spread function, similarly to824

what was observed on a homogeneously absorbing sample825

(see Fig. 5(a)). Achieving enhanced photoacoustic imag-826

ing by performing wavefront shaping inside the object to827

image however remains to be demonstrated. In addition828

to the approach investigated by Conkey et al. [67], alter-829

native approaches towards this goal include the use of the830

acousto-optic effect to first enhance the optical intensity831

and then scan the optimized spot to form a photoacoustic832

image, or the development of iterative approaches where833

an initial conventional photoacoustic image could then be834

used to perform PA-WFS and consequently improve the835

signal-to-noise ratio of further photoacoustic images to im-836

prove their resolution.837

4.3. Photoacoustic microendoscopy with multi-mode opti-838

cal waveguides839

In the field of photoacoustic imaging, optical-resolution840

photoacoustic endoscopy was first introduced by use of841

bundles of single-mode fibers by Hajireza et al. [76, 77],842

and was further investigated with various approaches in-843

cluding multiple optical and acoustic components [78, 79]844

or all-optical components [80] assembled in a cathether845

housing. With these approaches, the diameter of the846

probes typically ranges from 1 mm to 4 mm and the resolu-847

tion ranges from 5µm to 20µm. As introduced in Sec. 2.4,848

optical wavefront shaping has been investigated to manip-849

ulate or deal with light propagation in multi-mode opti-850

cal fibers [47, 48, 49, 50], an important step towards the851

miniaturization of optical endoscopes. The principle of a852

miniaturized photoacoustic endomicroscope endowed with853

optical wavefront shaping was first demonstrated by focus-854

ing and scanning pulsed coherent light through a 220 µm-855

diameter multimode fiber [75], based on a phase conjuga-856

tion approach [50]. As illustrated in Fig. 10, an absorb-857

ing wire was imaged with diffraction limited optical res-858

olution (around 1.5 µm) at the distal tip of a multimode859

fiber. However, the photoacoustic signals were detected860

through water only with a 20 MHz ultrasound transducer,861

a situation not relevant for imaging inside biological tis-862

sue which strongly attenuates high-frequency ultrasound.863

Consequently, Simandoux et al. [81] demonstrated the use864

of a water-filled silica capillary as a multi-mode optical865

waveguide for optical excitation and a quasi-monomode866

acoustic waveguide to collect the photoacoustic wave with867

a reduced attenuation, through a 3-cm thick fat layer. The868

use of such a capillary to simultaneously perform optical869

wavefront shaping with optical digital phase conjugation870

and photoacoustic detection was further demonstrated in871

a recent study highlighting the potential of such capillaries872

for multi-modal optical imaging [82].873

5. Discussion and conclusion874

The several recent investigations reviewed above illus-875

trate how coupling photoacoustics and light coherence876

enables new horizons in several directions. On the one877

hand, the photoacoustic effect provides a valuable feed-878

back mechanism for optical wavefront shaping, that allows879

in principle sensing inside scattering media via remote880

ultrasound detection. On the other hand, photoacoustic881

imaging may take advantage from the properties of coher-882

ent, via the possibility to use multiple speckle illumination883

or to manipulate light with optical wavefront shaping.884

Although recent publications demonstrated promis-885

ing proof-of-concepts experiments, several challenges lay886
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ahead to bridge the gap between such proof of concepts887

and practical applications. As a fundamental limitations888

of all the demonstrations reviewed above where the pho-889

toacoustic effect is used to sense speckle patterns, the890

typical size of the optical speckle grain was made much891

larger than λ/2 and comparable to the ultrasound resolu-892

tion. Doing so, the number of independent optical speckle893

grains within the ultrasound resolution cell was kept rela-894

tively small, either to allow sensing fluctuations from mul-895

tiple speckle illumination with a sufficient signal-to-noise896

ratio or to demonstrate significant light intensity enhance-897

ment by wavefront shaping with a relatively low number898

of degrees of freedom. However, controlling the size of899

the optical speckle grains is only possible with free-space900

propagation, usually by adjusting the distance between the901

scattering object to the sample plane. Inside biological tis-902

sue, the typical speckle size cannot be controlled anymore,903

as it is dictated solely by the optical wavelength λoptics. If904

one considers a 3D ultrasound focal spot with typical lin-905

ear dimension λultrasound, the number Ns of independent906

3D optical speckle grains within this focal spot is expected907

to scale as Ns ∼
(
λultrasound

λoptics

)2
. For photoacoustics sens-908

ing with several tens of MHz ultrasound, which has been909

demonstrated up to several mm in tissue [83], λultrasound910

is of the order of a few tens of microns, and the number911

of independent speckle grains within the ultrasound focal912

spot may be as high as several thousands to ten thousand.913

The photoacoustic detection of speckle fluctuations with914

grain size as small as 2 µm was demonstrated through a915

scattering diffuser with 20 MHz ultrasound propagating916

through water with sufficient SNR to provide fluctuation917

images [72], but exploiting multiple speckle illumination918

inside scattering media hsa yet to be demonstrated. Sim-919

ilarly, photoacoustic-guided optical wavefront shaping has920

only been demonstrated with significant optical enhance-921

ment factor through scattering samples with speckle grain922

enlarged by free-space propagation [71, 67, 63, 70, 64, 66,923

65, 68], as for acousto-optic-guided wavefront shaping ex-924

periments [55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. By studying the influence925

of the absorber size with a fixed speckle grain size, it was926

recently confirmed experimentally that the efficiency of927

photoacoustic-guided wavefront shaping decreases rapidly928

when the typical absorber dimension is large compared929

to the speckle size: with a speckle size of about 30 µm930

(generated via free-space propagation), the photoacoustic931

enhancement was reduced to less than 1.5 for spherical ab-932

sorbers 400µm in diameter [84], in agreement with earlier933

qualitative observations by Kong et al. [51].934

There are several possible directions towards enabling935

the principles reviewed above inside scattering samples.936

The photoacoustic effect, as opposed to acousto-optic937

modulation, only takes place in the presence of optical ab-938

sorption. While this is certainly one drawback of photoa-939

coustic sensing of light intensity, as no information can be940

retrieved from absorption-free regions, it may however be941

turned into an advantage for PA-WFS: for PA-WFS, the942

relevant number of independent speckle grains to consider943

within the ultrasound focal spot is that overlapping the944

distribution of optical absorbers. Therefore, if optical ab-945

sorbers are sparse enough at the scale of the ultrasound fo-946

cal spot, it is expected that the number of relevant speckle947

grains to sense or control with wavefront shaping may re-948

main relatively low. Sparse distributions of absorbers may949

occur in tissue for instance either for blood microvessels or950

exogenous contrast agents at relatively low concentrations.951

For a given distribution of photoacoustics sources, reduc-952

ing the size of the ultrasound sensing region via increasing953

the detection frequency is the most straightforward option,954

but this remains limited by the ultrasound attenuation. As955

the signal-to-noise ratio is the fundamental limitation, ei-956

ther because a small fluctuation has to be detected over957

a large signal (large number Ns of independent relevant958

speckle grains) or because a small signal is involved (very959

high ultrasound frequency to reduce Ns), there is a clear960

need for highly sensitive ultrasound detectors optimized961

for photoacoustic sensing. The transducers that have been962

used so far are commercially available ones, with standard963

technologies usually developed for pulse-echo measurement964

and not necessarily optimized for photoacoustic detection.965

The tremendous development of biomedical photoacoustic966

imaging will hopefully trigger the development of dedi-967

cated transducers , which could bring photoacoustics with968

coherent light closer to practical applications.969

Regarding optical wavefront shaping, fast light manip-970

ulation is needed for in vivo tissue application, in which971

various types of motion leads to speckle decorrelation with972

time scales as short as a few millisecond [85]. The most973

recent research efforts towards fast wave front shaping in-974

volve the use of digital micromirrors (DMD) [27, 86, 87,975

88, 36]. It is expected that the significant research efforts976

and very rapid progresses made in the field will continue to977

stimulate the development of new devices with both fast978

refresh rates and millions of pixel with flexible amplitude979

and/or phase control, that will in return benefit the field980

of photoacoustics with coherent light.981

Exploiting light coherence in photoacoustics also re-982

quires appropriate laser sources. For pulsed light, a min-983

imal coherence length lc ∼ 1 m corresponds to a minimal984

pulse duration τp ∼ lc
c ∼ 3 ns. In the context of pho-985

toacoustic imaging with multiply scattered coherent light,986

this shows that pulses of at least a few nanoseconds must987

be used if the effect of coherence is to be exploited at988

centimeters depth in biological tissue. However, not all989

nanosecond-pulse laser have a nanosecond temporal co-990

herence. For instance, the Q-switched nanosecond-pulse991

lasers widely used for deep photoacoustic imaging usually992

have a coherence length no longer that a few millimeters.993

While lasers such as Nd:YAG pulsed lasers may be injected994

with a single-longitudinal-mode seed laser with a large co-995

herence length to obtain pulses with a coherence time of996

a few nanoseconds, this approach may not be extended997

to tunable laser sources based on optical parametric os-998

cillators (OPO). So far, 532 nm is the only wavelenght999
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that has been used to perform the proof-of-concepts ex-1000

periments reviewed in this paper. There is thus a clear1001

need of new tunable and coherent laser sources in the so-1002

called therapeutic window (600-900 nm) where light can1003

penetrate deep into biological tissue.1004

In summary, the coupling between the photoacoustic ef-1005

fect and propagation of multiply scattered coherent light1006

opens up new horizons for both optical wavefront shaping1007

and photoacoustic imaging. On the one hand, the photoa-1008

coustic effect offers a unique feedback mechanism optical1009

wavefront shaping or optical imaging with speckle illumi-1010

nation. On the other hand, the possibility to exploit the1011

enormous number of degrees of freedom of multiply scat-1012

tered coherent light with optical wavefront shaping and/or1013

multiple speckle illumination for photoacoustic imaging1014

offers exciting opportunities to break the current depth-1015

to-resolution ratio of non-invasive photoacoustic imaging1016

and/or to make photoacoustic endomicroscopy minimally1017

invasive.1018
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